
THE ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE DCHS,, 1955 

Introduction: Dro W. E. Garrison was not the first Disciple 
(l~ 

preacher to obtain an earned Pho Do degree, but he wa s in the 

first hatchingo 

One of my long- time colleagues at Texas Christian University 

Dro Clinton Lockhart, was the first Disciple preacher to earn 

a Ph. Do degree, which he received from Yale in 18940 That 

same yea r and from the same institution, Winfred Earnest 

Garrison earned his Bo A. degree . The latter, Dr. Garrison, 

along with several other embryo scholars went, then, to the 

then stipling University in the West, University of Chicago, 

and earned his Pho D. in 18970 He first came to my attention 

when he was President of a School~ ~o;ts in New Mexico, and 
~ 

later, the Head of the Claremore Schools in Califor niao From 

that he returned to Chicago, as the Dean of the Disciples 

Divinity House . I recall that while he was in this hard

~orking job, he made a visit to the campus of Texas Christian 

University, where I was also a Dean. Just about that time 

the public press had released a story about a certain Dean -

I believe it was in Canada - who had been shot to death by 

some disgruntled student - or was it a disgruntled professor--. 

Dean Garrison then declared that he was going out of the 

deaning business .,._ it was too dangerous / Disregarding his 

warning, I continued in the Dean business; fortunately for 

us all and for the world, he was promoted to a Professorshipo -----. 

-
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Have you heard the definition of a "Dean~"'' There are 

several variations of it, but by this one I was once presented 

to an audience: "A Dean is a college teacher who is too dumb 

to be a professor and too smart to be a president, so they 

make a work horse out of him and give the title roeano•n-

---------Several excellent scholarly professors I have advised to 

decline a deanship; it robs a man of his opportunity to 

develop his scholarshipo Dontt I know? For 33 years I was -------one Dean and for 23 of those same years I was two Deanso I 

have a double alibi for any lack of scholarship. But here 

is Dr. Garrison, not only a Professor and a scholar, but after 

Chicago got through with him because he was presumably too old 

to teach, he has been a Professor for a decade and more in the 

University of Houston, and this autumn, at the age of 80, was 

promoted to be the Head of the Departmento 
members---;r-rt ..-h_e_S_o~d-.t]lt;y -who, at Miami J To the~~~ chose me as the President 

of the DCHS for this, the second term as an honorary position, 

I wish to express my sincere appreciation, as well as my 
I deem it 

surprise o I am indeed highly honored, and appreciative,~ 
the highest recognltion l have ever re~dJ/eg altho undes ~rved. 

suspicion that lurks i.n my; ind that .- ae hei:ee of me was 

mostly to the fact that I am just ab0ut one year an a 

)c ourth younger tha~ Dr. Garrison, and perhaps older than any 

ext Disciple historian o If they didntt get me soon it might 

e too late • the 
is autumnal activit inauguration of 
~~~~~~~~ g:mxomlHc~ :6wm: the Phillips 
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Memorial Library marks a new chapter in the story of the 

Nineteenth Century Reformation Movemento This fact demands, 

therefore, it seems to your speaker, some recognition on this 

occasion of the place of this entire Movement in history,; and 

more specifically, the relationship of this Society to that ---------Movement and its history • 

• As I have reviewed the situation in my mind, these later 

years, one fact has deeply impressed me: We as a people, are 

just now emerging from a long valley of the neglect of history -

our history and the history of others o To clarify and substantiate 

that statement , and to blame no one more than myself, I will 

illustrate it out of my own personal recordo Here I am, 

enjoying the recognition of the highest honor that can come 

to a Disciple as an historian, Yet the teaching and writing 

of history is a ~r, rather than a ~ajor activity in my 
I--.._, 

careero I was a College Professor for 15 years before I 

taught my first course in Church History. And I was §B:wst 

50 years old at the time . That subject had been taught in 

Brite College of the Bible by Brother Chalmers McPherson, 

the Professor of New Testament o When he passed away in 1927, 

no one asked me to teach Church Historyo I was the Dean and 

I appointed myself to that post; there was no one else around 

to take ito 

The fact that we had neglected it at Brite College was 

not our faulto It was an inheritanceo Among my teachers in 



/ 
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old Add-Ran were Addison Clark and J . B. Sweeney, those most 

gallant pioneers of our Brotherhood in Texas . They never 

mentioned the history of our Movement, much less taught a 

course in it . At the Colle ge of the Bible in 1899 -1902, my 

teachers were such pioneers as McGravey, Loos, DeWeese, and 

Grubbs . During my three years there, I drove (by horse and 

buggy) to Paris, several times and, of course, within a few 

miles of old Cane Ridge meeting House o But, during those 

three years, I never hea r d of Old Cane Ridge, and was never 

told by them. Those hardy pioneer s, we must assume, were 

too busy making history to pause to teach ito 

I am reminded of a bQrl- mot, gotten off by the Chairman 
---.:, 

of our Joint Board in our county after a report from one of 

our congregations which had been so long drawn out that it 

was~ He was a High School Principal and he remarked: 

"You remind me of a complaint that is often brought to me by 

some students in our classes in history. They say, " It takes 

longer to read history now than it did to make that history 

in the first place . " 

That was not the 

In the College of the 

?is~rY, taught by the 

only shortage in t hose days of College o 

Bible there was one course in Church 

Professor of Exegesis, I. B. Grubbs . 

He wrote his own text- book and it was quite condensed when 

you compare its 164 pages with Walker's 624 or Schaff 1 s eight 

fat volumes o Look at Professor Grubbs' o He boiled it all 
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down to this, my student texto ('\ And there were no library 

references to other books, eithJro That style had not be-

come popular with professors. Brother McGarvey, in his class 

in Sacred History used in addition to his lectures only two 
/ _/ 

books: the Bible and McGarvey's Lands of the Bible. That was 

in the era of - not B. Co - but B. Lo, "before libraries"; 

for college students, at leasto You can see why I did not 
-------i ,---, 

tart out as a Professor of Church Historyo You can see, 

lso, that we were in the valley of the neglect of church 

istoryo 

Our friend and competent historian, Earl West, in his 

Volume II of the Search for the Ancient Order joins in our 

lament over the "scant knowledge of the historical background 

of the issues the church now faces," and tells of this 

episode: When John F. Rowe visited one of "our colleges" 

in 1883, he asked a professor if the students were taught 

the rise and progress of the "current reformation" and 

whether they were acquainted with the literature of our 

distinctive pleao The professor replied: "They are not, 

and, as for myself, I have not read UPo 11 

This neglect of church history is~ by any means 

/ c~ to the Reformation of the Nineteenth Century. 

Indeed, Dr. Robert Hastings Nichol presents this neglect 

as a feature of modern reformers, and especially of American 

reformers o His expression is to be found in the Church 

History periodical of which he was the distinguished editor 

·-
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and is now succeeded by his brilliant son, James Hastings 

Nichol o In the issue of September, 1942, he published an 

article on "The Nature and Meaning of the Churchon He first 

quotes John Locke ' s famous definition of the Church as: 

The Church, I take to be a voluntary society of men, 
joining themselves together of their own accord in 
order to public worship of God in such manner as they 
judge acceptable to Him and the effectual salvation 
of their souls o (p o 188) 

This individualistic, independent concept of the church 

is quite detached, indeed, when compared with the stiff and 

strait-laced, ecclesiastical, authoritarian concept of the 

Anglican and Roman Churches o The independent concept, of 

course, came as a reaction against the older authoritarian 

one o Dr . To C. Hall, in his Religious Background of American 

Culture, traces the source of this more free concept, to the 

Indep:_endent Movement in England which gave rise to the 

Congregationalists and related currentso But, Dro Nichol 

argues that the real sense of detachment of the church from 

history a,J;'ose on the American frontier ! He says: "The 

typical American frontiersman was a rugged individualist, 

separated from history, indifferent to traditions and con

ventions, contemptuous of book learning, striking out in !!.fil! 

paths in all directions." Some of these phrases remind you 

of Alexander Campbell who was a disciple of John Locke, as 
cites his main il l ustratin 

you know. In fact Dr. Nichol ffnrtl~rtimxmmni.nm~ of 

this "separated from history" concep;f in American frontier 

thinking, rather than in the Independents of England. And / 

"' he uses the 19th Century Reformation of Alexander Campbell 
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and Barton Stone to prove his point t For he adds: "This 

same thing (separatedness from history), individualism, is 

strong in one large denomination which is of native origin, 

the Disciples of Christ," then he adds "which would uphold 

the thesis that this thought about the church is an effect 

of American environment . " And I may add : "Which upholds 

my thesis that the "current reformation" has been "separated 

from history" or as I have expressed it, has been passing 

through the valley of the neglect of historyo This citation ---, 
from so distinguished a historian as Dr . Nichol goes to show 

that our Movement is a part of history·, and that we cannot 

get away from history, no matter how much we try to do so o 

In this respect, we are not unique . Miro,.- a period and 

phase of history has suffered neglect by its heirs, and by 

scholars o The study of history of the Near East and the 

Far East has been very d,imly recognized in our American - -..--.....- . 

colleges until within the past fifty years o I recall how 

surprised I was when Professor Roberts of our Department of 

History placed on my desk his catalog copy one spring; I 

discovered two new courses I had never heard of before: 

The History of the Far East and one on the Near Easto That 

was in 1922. 

r:---,On another occasion, I was surprised and shocked to 
~ ------

discover what slight attention was paid to ~ry 

by our great universities of the world outside of America o 
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I was listening to a lecture by a highly cultured scholar 

from Indiaf, Suyd Hossain, on the topic, A Comparison of the 

Culture>of the East and the West , Of course, to him, the 

East was India. I got that and accepted ito Throughout his 

remarks, I observed that all of his citations concerning 

the West were taken from European Historyo I kept wondering 

when he would come to American history. Finally he did, and 

it was final, indeed so short it was. He said, "As for America, 
/ 

its history is too brief and too recent to be considered in 

this comparison." Just like that t 

So, o~rs is not the only history that has served time in ...,,,,.. 

the valley of the neglect of historyo 

But now let us observe that our neglect of history in our 
..,.____, --------

Movement has some logical explanation, if not justificationo ,..________ 
Our fathers of this 19th Century Reformation aimed to go, you 

might say, back of history - at least back of medieval 

history, and make a fresh beginning with the first century 

church. According to Thomas Campbell ' s Declaration and 

Address , the plan was to "take things up just where the 

Apostles left them, that, thus disenta:qg.led from the accruing 

embarrassments of the ages we may stand on the same ground on 

1which the Church stood at the beginning." With this view, 
Jr 

what need had the pioneers for history? We have found that 

it is not quite that simple . We can change the course of 

history; but we cannot shake it offo We are a part of history, 

despite our desires o But we can shake off this neglect of -----
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the study of history, and by that very process, the more 

successfully modify the present current of history. 

We have been long enough in this valley. There is one 

good thing about a valley. If you keep on travelling, with 

your eye t on the sky, some day you are bound to reach the 

hill-tops that make it a valley. There is abundant evidence 

that we of the "current reformation" have been thus climbing. 

Some few sample evidences we will take time to enumerateo 

One of the striking features of the early years of our 

Movement was the abundance of Periodicals. The "editors itch" 

was wide-spread and "catching . " Of course, periodicals are 

not history, but they afford an abundant and rich source from 

which to dig it out. The same may be said of Autobiographies 

and Reminiscences, of which we have quite a number. e ot a 

one of our pioneers left behind a day-by-day account of his 

personal doings in "Journals," like those of Wesley and Asbury. 

Humility pr evailed over pride and a sense of historical im-
"-... 

portanc:;_J 

But these excellent autobiographies are a rich mine for 

the historian. I shall never forget the thrill I experienced 

in discovering the Works of Barton w. Stone including his 

autiobiography ; I believe it was in my father's library, 

bound in calf skin, even then dusting away. I was only a 

lad. It thrilled my soul even more than Diamond Dick, The 

Yankee Detective, which1at about that time I had been reading. 

Yet we all know how inadequate a story of Stone's life that 

was, written in his later years, when memory was dimo The 
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most surprising fact about the whole matter is t hat it was 

not until 1932 that an adequate biography of Stone was pub

lished . That was by our comrade of indefatigable research, 

Charles Crossfield Ware. As I read and re-read Ware ' s story 

of Stone, I am impressed that C. C. Ware must have traced 

every pathway that Stone ever trod, and turned over every 

rock he ever touched o 

Other autobiographies to be appreciated are those of 

r-'7 Samuel Rogers, Elijah Goodwin, David Purviance, Joseph Thomas, 

T. W. Caskey and others . Recently in digging out the data 

concerning another long- negl ected pioneer,~, I 

have developed a fresh appreciation of these grass-roots 

recordings of our frontier forefathers . 

Of similar importance are the biographies of pioneers, 
~ 

written by their brethr en of the next generationo F. Do 

Srygley made a lasting contribution by his several books 

about T. B. Larimore, including Larimore and His Boys o 

It was my pleasure to hear Brother Larimore t~h a series 

of sermons in his later years, and I have some distinct 
William Baxter. 

memories of himo imxMxmWtaxffl:~fflxPreserved the unique career 

of Walter Scott, until Dwight Stevenson came along to complete 

the task in his more recent biography. The most substantial 

of all of these, of course, is the Memoirs of Alexander 

Campbell by the saintly Dr. Hichardsono But the most popular 

one, by classroom students test, at least, is John Augustus 

Williams I Life of "Racoon" John Smith, who was a sort of 
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forerunner of the later Davy Crockett, the man whose story 

has proved the virility of T. V. advertising in our genera

tion. 

Of course in this ~e out of the valley of the neglect 
'S, ~ 

of history, our colleges have taken a leading parto Also we 
~ 

owe much to our Librarians, those quiet busy bees, working 
~ 

in their bookshelf hiveso I will mention two, to represent 

them all. We all appreciate the energy and persistence of 

John W. Neth, Jr., of Milligan College in seeking, and 

finally discovering that long-lost pamphlet of Rice Haggard 

on The Sacred Import of the Christian Nameo 

Perhaps we should regard the climax of this series of 

Libraries and Librarians the Henry Barton Robison Collection, 

at Culver-Stockton, inaugurated in 1924, and the Librarian, 

Cl aude E. Spencer, whose imagination, faith and hard work 

has made this Society a realityo 

Librarians cannot collect books unless and until they 
......... __ ____, 

are p~. There was a notable list of publishers, also, 
' 

, in the early days, whose inter est and often whose sacrifices, 

enabled these books to get into printo One inter esting itme 

which I discovered just recently in reading J. Edward Moseley's 

History of Georgia Disciples is the fact that our esteemed -
colleague Dr. Robert Burns of the Peachtree Church in Atlanta 

is a grandson of the John Burns who had a publishing House in 

St. Louis and ultimately sold out to the Christian Publishing 

Companyo 
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This audience, I am sure is familiar with the continuation 

of the old Christian Publishing Company: how in 1909, through 

the generosity of R. A. Long it became the Christian Board of 

Publication, a corporation, owned, not by any individual or 

group of individuals, but by the Brotherhood at large; and 

operatedfbr them by a Board of Trustees. This is done on the 

pattern so widely used, in these days, by Colleges and Founda

tions of both Church and Stateo 

The affairs of this Board are open to public inspection 

through their reports to the International Convention, of 

which they are an agencyo Those reports show that this 

Christian Board, through its histor y down through 1954, has 

contributed to the various agencies of the Brotherhood more 

than a million dollars. To be exact, $1,029,116089. Through 

the courtesy of its president, Dro W. E. Cramblett, I learn 

that their comrnittments for the year 1955 amount to $40,000 
-

of which $16,240 has 8'-ready been paido For this plan, and 

for its success, we are indeed gratefulo 

Now, any one who has ever aspired to become the author 

of a book, and has gone so far as to approach a publisher 

on the subject of printing it for him, has learned that not 

every book is a "best seller." In fact, the vast majority 

of them are not even "good sellers." At least not good 

enough to pay for the cost of their printing and circulationo 

We are aware, also, that some of the most desirable books on 
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church history and doctrine bel. ong in this class of "poor 

sellers," not for the lack of quality, but the want of enough 

. readers, who will pay for them o 

Some of us are anxious enough for such books (on history 
I 
and doctrine) to be published that we could wish that some 

of the profits of the publishing houses that arise from the 

wholesale printing of so - called "Sunday School supplies" 

could be turned into the lesser profitable publishing of 

\these valuable , yet less popular, types of books o 

Doubtless, that is the very thing the Christian Board has 

been doingo At least we can express our appreciation for 

their recent more liberal policy of publishing, at much risk 

to themselves, such books as the Bethany History Series o Such 

encouragements to scholars will surely stir more devotion of 

time and labor in the producing books of serious and permanent 

value to our peopleo 

While on ~his subject, I should like to offer congratulations 

to the Christian Board on their recent appointment of a full

time Director of the Bethany Press, in the person of Mro 

Darrell K. Wolfeo Under the Chairmanship of Dro Oreon E. Scott 

and the brilliant executive management of the President, Dr o 
~ 
Wilbur Cramblett, (who learned his financial management in 

· the school of hard knocks of college administration) the 

Board is destined to drive ahead and to prove a boon to the 

development of interest in the field of history and doctrine o 

Now, naturally these publishers, both the Christian Board 
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and the Gospel Advocate and others, may well respond to this 

gentle "plug," by reminding us that the best commendation we 

could afford them/ is not words, but the purchasing and cir

culation of these books of permanent value on which they are 

investing and riskingo ---------.... 
Now that we have begun to climb out of the valley of the 

neglect of history, on the shoulders of our fathers, and by 

the help of our publishers and the newer generation of writers, 
- vr~t 
Garrison, DeGroot, Ware, West, and others, let us look around 

the horizor1;~ and view some future possibilities of the Histori

cal Society, beyond the dalily routine of its helpfulnesso 

One item is very clear,; by the ~~ the Curator, 

Mro Spencer, in his editorial in the last August number of 

the Harbinger and Discipliana, defining what he means by "the 

Brotherhood." He includes all parties and persons in that 

stream that has flowed from the Campbells, Stone and Scotto 

This is the conception which I have held all along; it is 

the view which I have always taught in my classeso 

Now, in the middle of the Twentieth Century, we find this ,.-.. 

continuous g;ream of history in three recognizable groupso Not 

necessarily in three distinct organizations; each of these 

groups has some organization, but each one recognizes organi

zations as merely servantso 

This division is regrettable, to be sureo And in view of 

our plea for Christian Union,_, tragic. Neverthreless ,1 we are 

not so bad off as some of our neighborso 

There is one thing to be said about our three distinctly 
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recognizable groups: they all come from the same source, the 

same historical impulse. If any one should hesitate to 

recognize us as brothers no one can deny that we are, at 
I 

least, cousins. 
·~ 

I dare hope, and here gladly express that 

hope, that the use of this historical Library may become the 

means of helping us all to recognize more adequately the one

ness of our Movemento Mr. Spencer, already had reported 

that the Thesf! s writers from all three of these "recognizable 

groups" are utilizing the resources of the Library about 

equallyo May this practice and this spirit of cooperation 

continueo 

As we intensify the study of the history of our own 

Movement, we will necessarily deepen our understanding of 

other Movements i n history that have run concurrently with 

ours or preceded it. For any true student of hi story must 

become aware of the truth that these historical currents are 

interrelatedo I have long been convinced that our Reformation 

is a part of, and, indeed, a continuation of, the Sixteenth 

Century Reformo Always I welcome books with such titles as 

"The C~ntinuing Reformation" or the "Unfinished Reformation . / 

Y( ~,. with !!l:l: the-t ~lal,e-and 

cla :E 1£1 ur-tMrntin,g 1-n h'i-s-fi e 1 d o 

If we are true historians and sincere scholars, we must 

recognize that other Reformers have made genuine contributionso 

Luther made a contribution: he shocked the European people -
from their bondage to the PopeJ He proclaimed the supremacy 

to the Bible J To be sure, he was so much of a medievalist 
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that he substituted a creed to interpret the Bible, and all 

other Protestant bodies followed him in that, until ourso 

. But he made the start ) Calvin helped to break the s~ell of -
subservience to the papacy by his extreme insistence on the 
~ 

sovereignty of God; he strove to establish the observance of 

the Lord's Supper weekly, and he favored immersion as baptism; -------------
but even Calvin was not s;rong enough to carry the day on these 

issues against the intrenched habits of thoughts of his genera

tion. 

Even the Church of England, made a step toward our modern 

reform{in the Act of Toleration of 1689, despite the fact 

that it was limited, reluctant and compelled. John Wesley 

made a posi tiv~t profounq, constructive correction of medieval 

practices by his insistence on personal decision for Christ, 

as over against the older concept of wholesale entrance to 

the church through citizenship in the Stateo Of course, he 

carried it to the extreme of the mourners' bench practice; 

but we can better combat that practice when we know the back

ground from which it came. As for the Baptists they were the 

first to renounce the authority of the State in all church 

affairs } To be sure they got it mixed up with creedalism, 

authoritarianism and predestination, but we must credit them 

for a valiant fight for freedom! 

One by one, as we comprehend these contributions, we are ~.- - ------------
the more able to see clearly our own contribution to this on------.. 
going stream of reformationo Nothing is more delightful to 

the teacher in a course on our own Reformation than to analyze 
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tpe~ errors of the Medieval Church, trace those that were 

eliminated or softened by the several units of the Protestant 

Reformation, then show one by one, how these remaining errors 

were tackled by Stone, and Campbell and countered successfullyo 

/ That nrocess enables us, honestly, to ascertain and clarify 

( some ~ur own tendencies t"--=:::or, often repeating the former 

) oneso That may not be too enjoyable to the dogmatist, but 

it is wholesome for the ultimate trutho 

In our limbing the hills out of this valley of neglect 

of history we have not yet reached the mountain top. We are 

still in the foothillso This is evidenced by the productivity 
·L ---

of the younger generation of historians among uso We find 

this in the Bethany Historical Series, just mentionedo These 

younger scholars have discovered neglected major personalities, 

and dug deeper into the old sources, such as the Millenial 

Harbinger even, and brought out neglected phases even in 
I!::. __ ::::.__ 

Alexander Campbell.1 

This re-study of the early sources of the Movement is 

paying dividendso Earl West has done a good job of digging __________, 

into some periodicals that have not been so easily available 

to older scholarso The value of this deeper digg i ng has been 

shown, also, by Dr. Wm. G. West, our geniall and scholarly 

Chairman of the Board, i n his excellent Address, "A Brief 

Study in the Origin, Nature and Mission of the Disciples of 

Christ," which he delivered before the Study Conference on 

Ecumenical issues in Chicago in the summer of 1954, just 
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prior to the Evanston Assembly of the World Council of Churches, 

and more recently published in the Shane Quarterlyo These 

have both shown that the old bones are not all as yet picked 

overo There is much to be dug out of the early periodicals 

of the Movement, if they can be gotten at o The recent announce

ment of the micro-filming of the file of the Christian Evangelist 

is quite gratifyingo It is to be hoped that the files of all 

the early periodicals oft- wide circulation may receive the same 

treatment. This should be a challenge to some men and women 

of financial resources to become church historians by proxy, 

by making donations that will enable these files to be micro

filmedo 

The re-study of early sources may well include the field 

of early American history, for our Movement was not done in ~-------~, 
a cornero It developed during the yeasting period of our 

America, and is closely related in ideals and purposes . 

But allow me to close with a tribute to the pioneer 

disciple for whom this new Building is to be namedo I wonder 

if you did what I did. I got down my copy of that old book 

The Church of Christ By a LaYfilan and read it again, and then 

I read it again , for in the first re-reading, I sensed some

thing I had not discovered years ago when it was a new booko 

;..:::. I found that it was not designed to entertain me, as a Disciple 

of Christ, to please my fancy and tickle my Campbellian predi

lectionso It seemed to me to be addressed to someone who had 

never heard of Chrisr or at least had never understocdthe 
. , . 
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Christian religiono It reminded me of a youthful experience: 

When I was in the gos~~~g stage as a Christian worker, we 
..__-<::.::__--~ 

had a Sunday School class of Chinese students in our Sunday 

School. At a meeting one day we divided the Chinese boys 

aboutr among us, one to eacho I was told to teach my Chinese 

boy just what Christianity is. That was a challengeo Believe 

me, I sweatedo You pastors ought to try that; get down to 

the simple fundamentalso 

That is about what Thomas W. Phillips, Senior, did in his 

book, and that is why it went over so big in so many countries 

and so many tongues. It traces the life of Christ step by 

stepo It does not argue, it recites: - the greatest story 

ever toldo That is probably why he omitted his name from its 

titlepage. Jesus was allo 

So, we honor the name and memory of Thomas Wo Phillips 
Century 

as a true prophet of the Nineteenthl\Reformation, and we greet 

these worthy sons and daughters of his and pray the blessings 

of our common Heavenly Father on them and all their families. 

May that same Heavenly Father give us His children, ~idance 
~ 

and a portion of His Spirito Especially do I make this prayer 
} 

sincerely for you of the younger and middle generations of tee 
r-- ......... ~ 

Reformationo May you do a better job than we of the generation 

now retiring. May you use more love than logic, may you be more 

concerned for loyalty to Christ t~to orthodoxy and may you 

keep a watchful eye on the pure ideals of Jesus our Savior and 

Kin~and less on the remarks and criticism of your human brethreno 


